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Using little more than kitchen salt and a few basic ingredients, discover how to apply alchemy in
your life, turning the lead of everyday life into the gold of spiritual transformation!This workbook
contains everything you need to experience the magic of alchemy; simple practical exercises,
dream-work , visualisation, and rituals.Contents include: Six monthly modules containing six
sections each, gradually introducing alchemical concepts through contemplation, practical and
meditation exercises; academic sections on key alchemical texts; reading sections from
historical texts; insights into magic, Rosicrucianism, the Hypnogogic State between sleeping
and waking, and much more.With over 100 footnotes, an extensive reading list and references,
this book has been created from thirty years of study, experience and testing of what actually
works!



THE ALCHEMY WORKBOOKA 6-Month Course in Alchemy Using Kitchen Ingredients.By
Marcus KatzPreviously Only Available in print asThis version modified and updated for Kindle
publication.Copyright © Marcus Katz, 2014Published by Forge Press, KeswickAll rights
reserved.About the AuthorMarcus Katz is author of the ground-breaking Tarot book and
teaching system, Tarosophy, and is the co-founder of Tarosophy Tarot Associations (Worldwide).
In addition to #1 top-selling and award-winning Tarot books with Tali Goodwin, such as , he is the
author of The Magister, a forthcoming 11-volume opus on the Western Esoteric Initiatory
System, The Magician’s Kabbalah, and the forthcoming Path of the Seasons. He has also
written on his NLP and hypnotherapy client work in NLP Magick. He teaches students privately
in the , available by application.ContentsAbout the AuthorContentsAn Alchemical
BlessingChapter 1: Structure of the Alchemy CourseChapter 2: Introduction: A New
Perspective on AlchemyChapter 3: Module 1: CalcinationChapter 4: Module 2:
SolutionChapter 5: Module 3: SeparationChapter 6: Module 4: ConjunctionChapter 7:
Module 5: PutrefactionChapter 8: Module 6: CoagulationBibliographyKindle Tarot Books &
SeriesWebsites & ResourcesAn Alchemical BlessingCabala and AlchemyGive thee the
medicine most high.Also the Stone of the Wise,In which alone the foundation lies,As is plain
before thine eyesBetimes in these effigies.O God help us to be gratefulFor this gift sublime and
pureThe man whose heart and mind Thou openest,Who is perfect hereinTo prepare here this
WorkTo him may all strength be given. …Steffan Michelspacher, Cabala (1616), Cabala, mirror
of Art and Nature: in AlchemyStructure of the Alchemy CourseThis six-module course is
designed to give you an introduction to the art and science of magical alchemy. Each module
has been structured to give you a variety of activities, to ensure that whatever your learning style
you’ll get the most opportunity to experience the teachings of Alchemy and use them to enrich
your daily life.The content of each module is sufficient for a month of study, meditation and
practice, although further reading is provided if you wish to extend your studies at any stage
during or after the course.Each of the six modules has six sections, which relate to the overall
subject of the module. There are three readings; these provide background material and specific
information on alchemical subjects, such as an element like Sulpher, or a character like
Paracelsus. These begin with general subjects to introduce you to Alchemy, and progress to
deeper issues as you become more comfortable with the material. The three readings of each
module are one of each; general; academic; and an extract from source material; so that you can
choose which - or all - suit your interest.Each module has also three further elements; Techne,
Praxis and Theoria. These are three different ways to learn more about the subject of the
module. You can try one, two or all three of the approaches!The first, techne, is a productive
approach - you will try an alchemical experiment to learn about the relationship of alchemy to
your real life!The second, praxis, is a meditative approach - by working with your imagination
and the powerful symbolism of alchemy you will enrich your appreciation of the world of Nature



through alchemy. You may find this also creates magical changes in your environment that
cannot be explained!The third approach is theoria – an intellectual approach to the material, and
this is your chance to think about your reading and experience, create an essay, making sense
of alchemy in your own mind.The readings for this course are based on academic research and
are therefore factual to primary or secondary source materials. They are also extensively
annotated. As such, they require careful reading and you may like to re-visit the material many
times.Although this is an introduction to Alchemy, it is also deliberately dense in material which
has been thoroughly reviewed. This is in order to dispel many of the second-hand writings on the
subject which place Alchemy as originating in Atlantis or similar ideas. You are encouraged to
pass over the more academic writing if you wish and work with the dream-work, visualization or
practical aspects of the book. However, if you refer to the academic writing herein, you will find a
rich trove of further references and insights into alchemy as a practice.All of the practical
material in this course is unique, and has been constructed for this course alone. You will not find
these rituals, exercises or meditations anywhere else on the internet or in publication. The
material herein is the result of two years research, and the exercises the result of thirty years
practice.You will also appreciate that even this course structure is alchemical - divided into six
modules reflecting the first six stages of the alchemical process. It is hoped you will be able to
generalize these teachings to all areas of your experience, in order to live a truly magical - and
alchemically transformative - life! Some of these apparently simple exercises and ideas,
delivered and followed in the right order, can have profound and challenging impact on your
perspective, state of consciousness and external life.As an introduction to Magickal Alchemy,
the practical experiments here concentrate on the usage of Salt, rather than Sulpher or Mercury,
for reasons of safety. Also, salt is a commonplace item that may easily be purchased and is likely
to already be present in your home! We will see how the mundane and commonplace may be
utilized by the alchemist and turned into a deep teaching of the nature of Universe[1] and further
magically transform your relationship to it.Please note that all experiments suggested here are
carried out at your own risk and should be treated with a degree of respect. Although seemingly
straightforward, even mundane, the work of Alchemy can have profoundly positive yet
challenging effects.Reading ListThis book is intended to be self-contained and studied stand-
alone to any other material. However, the following titles are invaluable and highly
recommended:These are also listed and available through the , amongst many other
recommended books on Tarot, Kabbalah, Witchcraft and Ritual.There is also a comprehensive
reading list at the end of this course for your further study.Introduction: A New Perspective on
AlchemyWhat is Magickal Alchemy?Illus. The Alchemist in his Workshop, David Teniers
(1610-1690)There are many ideas about the source and meaning of the word Alchemy, with
some claiming it comes from the Arabic, al-khem, meaning the “Art of the land of Khem” (Egypt,
Khem means ‘Black’) or the “art of transformation”.The word may also derive from the Greek,
meaning “the alloying of metals,” and it is common knowledge that the principle aim of its
practitioners was to turn lead into gold, or create an elixir bestowing eternal life. Other writers,



particularly the psychotherapist C.G. Jung (1875 - 1961), delve deeper into the art, noting that
the chemical transformations and strange diagrams of kings in baths and ravens in bedrooms
can be taken as emblems of spiritual transformation or psychological development. Another form
of Alchemy, Spagyric Alchemy, concentrates on vegetable and plant work, making elixirs and
tinctures.In this course, we concentrate on the nature of Alchemy as a magical and
transformative practice, with initiatory, ritual and mystical implications.The various stages
described by some alchemists of turning lead into gold are here seen as an initiatory system
describing and foreshadowing the steps of moving from a mundane life to a mystical one. It is in
this context we will explore alchemy, particularly in providing exercises which will encourage you
to look at the relationship between yourself and Universe through natural processes of
transformation.You will also see how your own work contributes to the transformation of the “one
thing” described by Alchemy - the Philosopher’s Stone which is Universe.Illus. Hendrick
Heerschop, The Alchemist's Experiment Takes Fire, 1687A Personal Story of AlchemyWhen I
first started to study alchemy I wanted to look at the building blocks of the alchemical system,
which are the chemicals and metals. I decided to find a common alchemical material each
month, and make notes as to its significance, both alchemical and mundane, and then at the
end of the year perform an Alchemical Mass involving all the twelve materials.I began with salt,
and placed some in a dish by my bed. As the days passed, the salt obviously began to draw
moisture out of the air. As I observed the water collecting in the bowl, I began to think of the
process as a means of bringing out into the open what previously existed in the atmosphere
without any sign. Once this property had been noted, I not only began to observe areas in my life
where a similar drawing-out was taking place, but more dramatic events of this nature unfolded,
culminating in a significant change to my life. Once the month was over, I placed the resultant
saltwater in a test-tube and moved onto another basic element, sand.It was during my work with
sand that I began to see another view of Alchemy. I had spent the month looking for some sand
in my daily life, to place in a bowl - as I had done with the salt. My first opportunity came when I
was asked to get some sand and grit to put around a new plant my wife wanted to put in the
garden. I was also told by a friend where to find a discarded bag of sand near a building site.
Unfortunately, this first search revealed nothing. A week later, I was at a garage, filling the car
with diesel, when I noticed a bucket of sand, obviously used to cover up fuel spills on the
forecourt. I began thinking that it seemed odd that a material here could also be used for
something entirely different - there is little connection between covering up slippery petrol and
planting roses.This thought progressed to the question of “why did I want sand at this moment,
and not something else?” Obviously, I wanted sand for the garden. Again, “Why?” And again, so
the garden looks nice. “Why?” So that I can sit in it and enjoy it. “Why?” And so forth. As the
thought cascaded, I began to realize that all of us, all of the time, are collecting and redistributing
various materials through the process of our lives in order to fulfill our ambitions.This is
Alchemy.Further, the Magician realizes that there is a hidden causality in all things, so their
alchemy takes advantage of the hidden qualities of Nature. This is Magickal Alchemy, which you



will be studying.What does an Alchemist Do?Given that we are all practicing our own alchemy,
what makes a good Alchemist? Quite simply, if you want to be a good Alchemist, you need to
apply a consistent and comprehensive perspective to your work with the materials in your
environment. That is to say, you need to ensure that everything you are working with is
contributing to your aims, and nothing is distracting you or providing an obstacle to those aims.
This is known as purification and consecration in the esoteric systems; purification is the removal
of all things not required for the magical act, and consecration is the active dedication of what
remains to the aim in mind.Then, like building blocks, you need to ensure that all the materials
work together, work in a sequence, and will produce the aims you have in mind.Here are some
examples of the compounds of this perspective of alchemy;A career or choice of
(un)employment.A relationshipA homeA familyA religionHere are some examples of the
elements from this viewpoint;YourselfTimeA BookFoodAn EmotionAnd finally, some of the
Alchemical transformations undertook in this manner;Turning Time into Food (i.e., spending
three days working for money which is exchanged for food)Adding Yourself, Someone Else, and
Food to create a Relationship (going out for a meal with a friend)Turning jealousy into a rug
(perhaps by acknowledging jealousy as unrecognized desire to accomplish oneself what
someone else has done, in this example, a really excellent rag rug)There are obviously a great
deal many more comparisons to be made once we begin to apply Alchemical as a link between
our aims of transcendence and our lives in the material world. It becomes all too clear that we
often collect elements in our Athanor, or mixing pot, that spoil the overall mixture so that we have
to tip everything out and start again.Experimentation, as always, is the key, and the maintaining
of this perspective throughout the work - what is it I am trying to achieve, and what materials am I
using to achieve it? This is Magickal AlchemyThe Alchemical AmphitheatreModule 1:
CalcinationCalcination in chemistry (and alchemy, which is the forerunner of chemistry) is the
burning away - by a gentle heat - of impurities. In this first module, our learning aim is to burn
away obsolete ideas about alchemy. We will also use our questions and work to create a gentle
fire which will be maintained throughout the course. As one alchemist wrote, “give not up on
Calcination!” It is important in all works of transformation to maintain a steady energy, and not
burn out at the beginning or never create enough enthusiasm to gain results.Throughout this
course you may choose your route in each module, perhaps by reviewing the reading materials,
performing the praxis, or the techne experiment, and then returning to the reading. You might
then attempt the theoria exercise. You might prefer to run through the whole course by doing the
sequence of praxis meditations, and only then returning to the readings or chemical techne
experiments. The course has been written to provide a series of alchemical avenues through
which you may explore the same garden and yet make it your own.Reading 1a (Academic):
Alchemy as the Asana of the WestIf you are not interested in the academic treatment of
alchemy, feel encouraged to skip this section and move on to the more practical elements of this
module and further modules.If Kabbalah is deemed the Yoga of the West[2], then Alchemy can
be considered its Asana – an attitudinal position grounded in the physical world as exemplar of



the divine.[3] In the flasks, alembics, and furnaces of the laboratory, and the two-bodied lions,
bathing kings and mystic mountains of the emblematic engravings, alchemy provides the
esoteric tradition a phenomenology that, like mercurius, is both interface, synthesis and
universal solvent to the particularly humanist and polyphasic concerns of the esoteric tradition.
[4] It is arguable as to its significance within the esoteric tradition as a whole; although as the
scholar Antoine Faivre argues, “any esoteric way passes necessarily through an alchemical
ascesis, to be distinguished from asceticism.”[5]Although any definition of Alchemy is an etic
construct (outsider point of view), it could be suggested that Alchemy’s primary significance is in
providing a testament to a western tradition – apparently scientific – and approach to esotericism
in all its phases.[6] Faivre continues, “we are indeed heirs of a tradition that is specific … whose
knowledge can persuade us that the western mentality is not necessarily condemned to the
roving of a spirit lacking a wisdom, which the orient alone would possess.”[7]Alchemy is
concerned with both exterior and interior, hence the acronymic motto; VITRIOL, Visita Interiora
Terrae Rectificando Invenies Occultum Lapidem which translates to: "Visit the interior of the
earth by rectification you will find the hidden stone". In this it is identical to Asana, which is not
merely physical position of the body[8], but the inherently associated and corresponding change
in awareness that comes from physical changes;The word asana is derived from the Sanskrit
verb 'Aas' which means existence and state of existence is Asana or Position. Here the position
of Body as well as Mind is expected in Asana.[9]Thus Alchemy provides the western tradition a
remarkable ‘referential corpus’ embodying the tradition, not in a merely static way, but a dynamic
process - nourishing it and feeding from it in a series of transmissions across the elements of the
tradition.It is not just the spiritual realm to which Alchemy significantly provides a bridge, but the
psychological realm. Jung wrote:Alchemy, therefore, has performed for me the great and
invaluable service of providing material in which my experience could find sufficient room.
[10] The image of the alchemist as a solitary seeker, yet part of a great tradition, experimenting
and discovering matters not known to the common person, makes of him a western shaman, a
bridge - in themselves - between the worlds. According to Matthews, “Alchemy virtually became
the equivalent of the Tantric and Varjayana path of the West.”[11]Ponce suggests three dialects,
or approaches to Alchemy; psychological, mythological, and metaphysical, and we can also
seek to examine the myth of the alchemist within the esoteric tradition, and its significance in the
telling of the tradition itself. As Norton wrote,Also they wrote not every man to teachBut to show
themselves by secret speech.[…]Whereby each of his fellows were made certain:how that he
was to them a brother, For every of them understood another.[12]In this we get a hint of a
secret brotherhood, much like the Rosicrucians, whose manifestos included the ‘Chymical
Wedding’, one of the most significant allegorical tales of the initiatory system published and
significant in maintaining the myth of the Rosicrucians since its publication in 1616, following the
Fama and Confessio manifestos in the prior years. Mclean suggests that this alchemical work
embodies the Rosicrucianism thatis the esoteric philosophy lying at the heart of Western
Hermeticismwhich provides a path for the balancing and integration of the masculine and



feminine aspects of our souls, and the inner meeting of the lofty intellect with the primal earthy
energies at the centre of our being. [13]Alchemy can be seen as significantly providing the
esoteric tradition;1. An allegorical language2. A physical exemplar of hidden
(occult) processes through mimesis3. An interface to physical sciences and the scientific
method4. An interface to Art5. A Mystical Cosmology6. A representation of
the dynamic PsycheAs Gerry Gilchrist notes, “the Alchemist is described as the artist who,
through his operations, brings nature to perfection.” [14] We will consider the idea of perfecting
nature later in this course, as the Work of Alchemy in either its chemical or spiritual guise is a
direct correspondence to the basis of Gnostic and Esoteric models, i.e. that matter is a fallen
substance or imperfect, and the virtue of man is such that it is within his remit to complete the
magnum opus or Great Work of Creation.Alchemy begins with its own ontology, or classification
of entities. As a structure, albeit as fragmented as Gnostic ideas, with no sense of a truly
monolithic foundation, it provides a framework for any creative activity.Bonus of Ferrara
considered Alchemy as “the key of all good things, the Art of Art, the Science of Science,” [15]
This would account for the number of “Alchemy of …” titles in any New Age bookshop, whether it
be the “Alchemy of Relationships” or “The Alchemy of All-Weather Racing.”Reading 1b
(General): Alchemy and the Western Esoteric TraditionThe introduction of Alchemy to the
western tradition can be precisely dated to 11th February, 1144, when Robert of Chester’s “Book
of the Composition of Alchemy” was published. This book was part of a new current of free-
thinkers, bringing Islamic thought to the West, such as Adelard of Bath. As such, alchemy was
already proving significant in cross-fertilising philosophies between east and west. Alchemy was
also a publishing endeavour; “more books on alchemy were published in England between 1650
and 1680 than before or afterwards,” leading to alchemy’s significance as a ‘public face’ of
esoteric workers, although the reality would differ from the stereotype.Many such authors were
Monks, such as George Ripley, an Augustine Canon. Western alchemy was often intertwined
with Christian thought, comparing Christian doctrine to chemical processes. This began in the
14th century with Petrus Bonus[16] and continued throughout the 15th-17th centuries in the
development of theosophical alchemy. It was only in the Victorian resurgence of alchemical
idealism that a wider ‘spiritual’ gloss was applied to alchemy as a whole; pre-18th century
alchemists were wedded to Christian doctrine far more intimately than the ‘occult’ phase of
interpretation discovers.Furthermore, Hanegraaf, quoting Coudert on Alchemy, connects the
practice to Naturphilosophie and esotericism, but questions whether ‘spiritual’ alchemy existed
prior to the Renaissance. [17]Roger Bacon, writing in the thirteenth century, defined two forms of
alchemy, the theoretical and the practical, both dealing in generation of products from the
elements, but the latter more specifically which ‘teaches how to make … many other things
better and more plentifully than they are made by nature’. [18]The Emerald TabletOne of the
basic texts of hermetic alchemy is “The Emerald Tablet” which can be seen as defining a number
of the core concepts to the esoteric tradition; I have here quoted a section from Issac Newton’s
translation (c.1680), although many other versions of the translation are available;1) Tis true



without lying, certain & most true.2) That wch is below is like that wch is above & that wch is
above is like yt wch is below to do ye miracles of one only thing.[…]11a) So was ye world
created.12) From this are & do come admirable adaptaionswhereof ye means (Or process) is
here in this. [19] This core alchemical text is fundamental to many esoteric doctrines, which in
essence speak of:1. A Correspondence between the Celestial and Terrestrial realms2.
A single origin3. Unity in Diversity4. Possibility of TransmutationThe Secret
Beyond the SecretAlthough the recently published and popularised “The Secret” references the
Emerald Tablet, particularly in support of the idea of the “law of attraction”, one can see that the
Tablet holds many more fundamental truths, and is better read on its own merits, rather than
through a post-modern new-age reading of its sublime secrets. The concept of mental
frequencies and suchlike is not present in the Tablet’s hermetic teachings, nor those of the
Divine Pymander and other hermetic source-works. Similarly, the philosophical approach of
‘creating’ your own reality or ‘alignment’ is alien to the cosmology of the hermetic world-view.I
would recommend researching hermeticism and consulting the booklist of this course whilst
reading references to the Emerald Tablet, and not reading it through interpretation! Similarly, the
“secret” tends to promote an idea of “living as if” which is only semi-effective, according to
sources on Magickal living; a ritual to effect change is always done as a “one-off”, and then
Universe is left to work without ‘interference’. This requires faith, or as Aleister Crowley
remarked, working “without lust of result”.This technique, for example used in Sigils, is the real
secret of magickal living. Making the leap of faith is always guaranteed to produce effective
results. However, obsessing about a desired aim is a guarantee of failure and is psychologically
questionable.Consider this - generally, we believe we have influence and control over our self
and environment, to some extent. We often also believe in a Higher Power that has some cosmic
scheme in mind, or at least that Universe has some direction or reasonable unfoldment, whose
ultimate aim we cannot perceive.But consider this further. Or indeed, even the opposite way
around, as most magickal thinking appears the reverse of mundane notions - see the Hanged
Man card of the Tarot. Consider that it is not that WE “create and do” and UNIVERSE “Wills &
responds”, but that UNIVERSE creates and WE Will. If you think about it, Universe has been
happily creating for time immemorial. It’s pretty good at it. But perhaps it is we who supply the
direction. Imagine that.The whole concept of manifesting a life at Will, so popular in new-age
guides, is based on a fundamental illusion (one that is often referred to in the very same guides);
that we are separate from something else. Without separation, there can be no control or
concept of ‘making things happen’ i.e. I am separate to that in which things “happen”. So it is
more effective to reside in the truth and let Universe work. This is the silence of Harpocrates.So
a magickal life of alchemical transformation is created by observing natural change and learning
from that change as happening in oneself; with no real division between “out there” and “inside”;
suddenly other things start to happen, strange synchronicities occur, spontaneous changes take
place.Without any real effort. But the effort is in letting go of control and illusion, resting from the
many distractions to attraction. Making an Alchemical Life is about shedding attachments, not



going on a new-age binge of manifesting and accumulating more material in which one can
support the illusion.As Shakespeare had it,
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Ann-Marie J. Lorde, “The Alchemist At Work. A very detailed work. Provides a historical
perspective as well as practical. Provides a short practical course that adds to ones
enlightenment.”

Michele Duncan, “Great for the beginner or advanced alike!. I love the way this book is written! It
makes it easy to find what you need!”

Brian Eckels, “Some of the ideas in the book do not fully .... Some of the ideas in the book do not
fully match my ideals, but then again, I haven't finished it. It's only been a month into it..”

Ebook Library Reader, “A most complete introduction, you cannot go wrong buying this one!.
Fascinating! I am still reading it, it has me hooked... as always Marcus's Books made want to
know more!”

The book by Marcus Katz has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 7 people have provided feedback.
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